A 120-m length, loading/unloading, pier at Kuwait Naval Base (KNB) is an open quay type. The pier face was protected by timber fender piling system. The system did not include any wale members. Both of the fender and pier elements undergo multiple deterioration. Urgently, the loading pier is expected to receive a bigger ship size than the designed one (6000 ton). The expected size of cargo ship is 10000-40000 ton. It was requested to install a fendering system in such a way to perform the next major concrete repair easily and limit the eccentric berthing reaction force to 450 KN. Therefore, the proposed fender system was completely detached from the quay. To meet the condition of allowed horizontal reaction force we employed the fender piles as part of berthing forces absorption system. This was effective approach where about 15% of the energy absorbed by the pile itself before the fender touch the copping beam, and then it absorbs about 10% after the fender had been deflected. The balance of the energy is absorbed by the fender units itself. Eventually, the performance of overall system resulted in reaction force less than the limit value and safe operation.
Introduction
The 120-m length, loading/unloading, pier at Kuwait Naval Base (KNB), shown in Figs. 1 and 2, consists of loading pier, north and south access bridges, piles, piles caps, stringers, and deck facilities. The pier face was protected by timber fender piling system. It contains a row of timber piles. Each pile faces a cylindrical rubber bumper. The system did not include any wale members rather than two rows of chock beams to transfer the lateral loads to the piles which, accordingly, transmit it directly to the bumpers (see fig.3 ). The bumper was fixed and connected to the quay head beam via anchors and chains. Recently, the loading pier is expected to receive a bigger ship size than the designed one (6000 ton). The expected size of cargo ship is 10000-40000 ton. Unlikely, most of the pier units undergo multiple deterioration in most concrete elements and pile fender elements.
In fact, the existing 30-year old timber fender piling system was determined to be at the end of its useful service life. So, both of the quay concrete elements and fender piling system are in need to an immediate repair action to save and maintain its vital service. This repair is expected to last some time. Therefore, due to the vitality of the loading pier function, it was decided to execute innovation works for the fender system ahead of the pier repair works. Some conditions were recommended in the desired innovative fender system as; the bumper should not fasten on the quay copping beam because of its deteriorate condition and to not impede the concrete repair works. The fender system can deal with a wide range of vessel sizes (10 ton-31500 ton). The fender reaction force should be transmitted to a wide length of the quay face to relieve the impacted horizontal forces on the structural system. Maximum eccentric lateral reaction force should not exceed 450 KN.
Site and operation conditions
The Pier length is 120 m and width is 15 m. The quay concrete elements undergo a multiple cracking and deterioration as shown in fig. (4) . Also, the chock beams positions and its connections were in poor conditions as shown in fig. (3) . Therefore, the concrete elements are in need to an immediate repair works. The repair required intensive field tests as loading tests, analysis of results, and proper procedure to repair all cracks in pier deck, pile caps, and stringers using pressure grouting, epoxy injection or other acceptable crack sealing method. The fender system is replaced with a new one, with 20 years design life time, to deal with the target bigger ship size. 
Water depth and tide
The existing water depth is 10.25 m (ACD). The Arabian Gulf is known with its high tidal range. The tidal levels could be briefed as; Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT) = +3.18 Mean High water spring (MHWS) = +2.84 MSL = +1.80 MLWS = +0.48 LAT = 0.00
Wind and waves
The Prevailing wind direction is North-West and its extreme speed is 120 km/hr (3-sec. gust). The waves within the water basin do not exceed 50 cm for the 1 in 1 year return period. It is extrapolated to 1 in 100 year as 100 cm.
Criteria of the new target ships
There are two target ships as shown in table (1); 
Soil properties
The seabed soil is granular in general. It ranges from medium dense silty sand at the first 3 meter to dense silty sand at the next layers.
The Principle of new fender system
The use of efficient fenders decreases the cost of waterfront structure and increases its life time. The cost of vessels is on increase; however strength of the outer hull is being reduced further and further. This trend demand good fendering system. . A fender is, in principle, the intermediate layer between vessel and waterfront structure. This intermediate layer absorbs part of the kinetic energy of a berthing ship; indeed, an energy-absorbing fender will absorb most of this energy. But of course, the waterfront structure itself and the ship's hull also absorb some of the energy through their elasticity/ plasticity, refer to fig. (5) . The energy absorption of a fender is the area beneath the curve of deformation against reaction force. Once the absorption capacity of the fender reached, the reaction force transfer to the structure. Therefore, an adequate factor of safety against the fender reaction force should be considered.
The properties (e.g. load-deflection curve) of various fenders can be found in the publications of the fender manufacturers. However, it should be mentioned that these curves apply only when the fender cannot buckle sideways and when the creep under permanent load is not excessive.
When study the fender support structures, it is not only the berthing loads that must be taken into account. The horizontal and vertical movements of the ship during berthing and departure, the loading and unloading procedures, swell or fluctuations in the water level, etc. can lead to friction forces in the horizontal and/or vertical direction (provided these movements are not accommodated by the rotation of suitable fenders).
The new fender system consists of a rubber fender behind a standard steel piles fender. The rubber is attached only to the piles and completely detached from the loading and unloading pier, refer to fig. (6) . The advantages of this system is that it allows the repair of the pier while the fender system is in service, it eliminates the friction forces effect as it will be absorbed by the pile system itself and thus the fender almost will be subject to horizontal forces only, and the wale beam and cross chock beams make the fender system perform as a group which enhance berthing absorption as explained later. Thick Marine timber is used to cover all steel parts in touch with the ship. 
Berthing operation and energy

Berthing velocity
Berthing velocity is an important parameter in fender system design. It depends on the size of the vessel, loading condition, port structure, and the ease of difficulty of the approach. When the actual measured velocity is not available, the most widely used guide to estimate the berthing velovity is the Brolsma chart [2] . 7) Berthing Velocities Chart, [2] Under this port conditions, the recommendation is to assume the berthing velocity as 0.20 m/s.
Berthing direction
The ship usually approaches with some angle, like 10 or 15 degree, to the quay where it contacts to one fender or two fenders. The ship may also have parallel berthing where ship contacts the plural fenders. In the first case, the fender should have enough capacity to absorb berthing energy. Usually, it is subjected to angular compression due to friction between the hull and the fender. As discussed earlier in section 3.0, the proposed fender system will minimize the fender angular compression as shown in fig. (8) . Under this port operation condition, the ship-1, which is the frequent size, will self-berth while ship-2 will berth parallel to the quay with tug assistance. 
Hull contact pressure
When we design the berthing facility for a ship, we should consider the impact force on the ship's hull; (the maximum reaction force divided by the area of contact between fender front and ship). Permissible hull pressures vary greatly with the class and size ship. The best guide to hull pressure is the designer's experience in similar cases. In our case study the limit hull contact pressure is 14.6 psi.
Contact surface between a vessel and fender System
Usually, the ship bow radius, fender, and fender deflection are used to determine the spacing between fender units. In this case study, there is no chance to have a direct contact between the fender units and the ship hull. In every approach angle the ship will contact the pile-chock beams at first. Then, the system displaces to transfer the energy to rubber fender and back structure.
To estimate the size of contact surface, accurate drawing for ship-1 hull outline has been done for two different berthing angles; 6 o and 10 o . The minimum width is found as 12.0 m. Refer to fig. (8) . 
Berthing energy
According to BS 6349-4, the berthing energy could be expressed as: 
From BS 6349-4, the C E could be estimated as follows: 
Model parameters and setup
Pile-Soil Interaction Modelling Procedure
The ultimate resistance of a vertical pile to a lateral load and the deflection of the pile as load builds up to ultimate value are complex matters involving the interaction between a semi-rigid structural element and the soil, which deforms partly elastically and partly plastically. But a simple method to calculate the ultimate load is to assume an arbitrary Depth; Z f to the point of virtual fixity:
A partly-embedded pile carrying a vertical load P, a horizontal load H, and a moment M at a height; e above the ground surface and the equivalent height; Le, of the fixed-base pile is shown in fig. (10 
Modelling of pile fender system
The case modelling philosophy is based on subdividing the berthing energy absorption process into two successive phases as shown in fig. (12) . The first phase represents the fender pile just before be touched by the approached ship. Clearance between the system and the quay copping beam is set at initial distance; S o .
The second phase is the fender when be shocked by the approached ship. The pile moved freely till it touches the copping beam. The clearance distance is S 1 . At the third phase the system force the fender unit, it starts absorbing the energy according to its designed capacity. At this phase, the clearance distance becomes more small; S 2 .
Fig. (12) Phases of Berthing energy Absorption
Therefore, the total berthing energy; E could be expressed as follows; E = E 1 +E 2 +E 3 (8) Where: E 1 : Energy absorbed by free pile system E 2 : Energy absorbed by pile system when got additional excursion (due to fender squeezing). E 3 : Energy absorbed by the fender unit itself
Free cantilever Piles system
The pile fender system shown in figs. (6 and 11) is modelled using a 3D finite element method (SAP 2000, Ver. 14). The model elements are shown in fig. (13) along with the applied loads location according to figs. (8 and 9) . A proper estimation has been done for all the elements and the way of its fixation. 
Piles with equivalent spring at top end
The same model discussed in 5.2.1 is modified as a second model. Each top pile end is supported by a spring as shown in fig. (14) . The spring represents the rubber fender units. According to the quay beam geometry and the limit condition of lateral reaction force, hollow rectangular rubber fender of 12-inch size is estimated. According to the performance curve (15), the spring coefficient; K = 4000 KN/m which estimated as; 
The system performance under different operation conditions
There are two main berthing operation cases as concluded in table (2); the first is the small ship approach freely at angular and touch the fender system at about quarter of its overall length; fig. (9) . The second is the big ship approach, via tug assistance, and berth parallel to the fender system. The model study divided accordingly to four sections as follows;
1-The pile fender system acts freely under acting point load at each node for 12-m length around the quarter the overall quay length. 2-The same model as in 1, but with springs at each top end pile. 3-The pile fender system acts freely under acting load at each node overall the quay length. 4-The same model as in 1, but with springs at each top end pile.
We run these models for a set of applied loads values as; 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0, 25.0 KN. The horizontal components of displacement and force at each node are extracted for further analysis.
To estimate the energy absorbed by the pile system, we follow the following simple principle which satisfactory meets the target and accuracy required;
Energy is the ability a physical system to do work. When a force; F (constant with respect to time) acts on an object while the object is transnationally displaced for a displacement vector d, the work done by the force on the object is the dot product of the vectors F and d; [3] 
Ship berthing with angular approach
Under each applied loads, 2.5-25 KN, the displacement of each joint/node along the whole system is extracted from the model. Fig. (17-a) represents the system performance when it move freely as simple cantilever. It shows maximum displacement, at top pile level, against the system length under different applied loads. Fig. (17-b) shows the same performance but under supporting the top end by springs (fender units).
[a]
[b] The loads were applied on 12.0 m of the system length, refer to fig.-8 , however due to the proposed structural system the displaced length is about 4-5 times the impacted length. This means that more elements shares in absorbing shake energy. Fig. (18) represents the total absorbed energy, due to free cantilever piles according to eq.
[11], against maximum displacement at top pile end. At 0.30 m displacement value, the absorbed energy is 45 KN.m. 
Ship berthing in parallel
As discussed earlier, the loads were applied on all nodes along the overall quay length. Due to the proposed structural system and the approaching scenario, the nodes almost displaced equally. 
Analysis and Elements Selection
The concept of the analysis approach for this case study depends mainly of sharing the pile elements in berthing energy absorption. To meet this concept, the pile steel section should be work within the elastic zone only. Therefore, the piles of I-35 is checked against the maximum acting straining forces; moment, shear, and normal for both case-1 and case-2 of ship berthing modes. Table ( 2) and fig. (22) conclude the output of structural analysis which confirm that the piles can absorb the assumed energy portion within its elastic performance zone. 
Conclusion and Recommendation
Port quays are usually designed to serve a certain ship size. At the end of the quay service life, we may apply some renovation methods to extend its service life. These methods deal with the quay safety against the applied vertical loads and horizontal loads (berthing/anchorage loads). In this paper we discussed a special case where not only we need to secure the old quay safety against the berthing forces but also arrange the fendering system in such a way to perform the next major concrete repair easily. The proposed fender system was completely detached from the quay. To meet the condition of allowed horizontal reaction force we employed the fender piles as part of berthing forces absorption system. This was effective approach where;
-About 15% of the energy absorbed by the pile itself before the fender touch the copping beam. -Then it absorbs about 10% after the fender had been deflected. -The balance of the energy is absorbed by the fender units itself. -Eventually, the performance of overall system resulted in reaction force less than the limit safe one. Thus, the quay could serve a bigger ship size and its service life could be considerably extended.
Photos (1-4) record the discussed system after full installation and under operation. The quay and fender elements showed acceptable performance under both the angular and parallel berthing operations.
We recommend to extend this study in the field through force and displacement cells to monitor the performance under different berthing loads conditions.
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